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September 2017 

 

Holiday Pay Proposal 

1.0  Introduction 

This paper sets out Pullman Rail’s (PR) revised proposal regarding Holiday Pay.   

2.0  Case Law principles 
 

2.1 An employee should not receive less weekly pay than they normally earn when they take 

holiday as worked in the previous 12 week period prior to the annual leave day. 

2.2 Overtime allowance (guaranteed and non-guaranteed overtime) plus shift allowance, 

which are normally received by an individual, should continue to be received during holiday 

time. 

2.3 Voluntary overtime does not need to be taken into account when calculating Holiday Pay. 

2.4 Holiday Pay covers the first 4 weeks’ of annual leave per year.  

2.5 There is no obligation on employers to include Holiday Pay for any other day of leave (over 

20 days).  

2.6 There is no clear message of calculating Holiday Pay. 

2.7 There are time limits to bring claims for underpayment of Holiday Pay, meaning that any 3 

month gap is time barred from bringing a claim.  
 

3.0 Issues specific to PR 
 

3.1 Annual leave year runs from 1 January to 31 December.  

3.2 Shift allowance is already included in Holiday Pay.  

3.3 The element covered in the legislation that is not currently included in PR as part of an 

individual’s Holiday Pay is overtime. 

3.4 Overtime is on a voluntary basis. 
 

4.0 Proposal 
 

4.1 Holiday Pay will be made every 12 months. The first payment of Holiday Pay will be back-

dated to 2015, specifically covering the calendar years from 1 January – 31 December 2015, 

and 1 January 2016 – 31 December 2016. A back-dated lump-sum payment will be made 

within 6 weeks following formal notification of agreement.  

4.2 In subsequent years, Holiday Pay will be calculated in the month following the full calendar 

year (January), and paid to employees in February.  For example, for the calendar year 

from 1 January to 31 December 2017, Holiday Pay will be calculated in January 2018 with a 

lump sum payment to employees in February 2018.  
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4.3 Calculation of Holiday Pay will be based on the difference between gross pay, ie earnings 

including tax and national insurance, and basic pay (minus agreed exclusions – see point 

6.0), with the reference period for the gross and basic pay amounts taken as the previous 

calendar year. 

4.4 The difference between gross and basic pay will be multiplied by 7.69% to reflect the 4 

weeks of statutory annual leave (4/52).  

4.5 Holiday Pay will be made as a taxable lump sum.  
 

5.0 Calculation Formula 
 

5.1 Holiday pay for each employee will be based on their individual earnings, taking in to 
account variable elements of their pay including: 

 

 shift allowance; 

 overtime (hours that are worked above the normal full time hours);  

 payments made by the Company for training purposes. 
 

6.0 Exclusions 
 

6.1 For the avoidance of doubt the following will be excluded: 
 

• expenses; 
• bonuses; 
• one off ex gratia / settlement payments; 
• lieu of notice payments; 
• pensions; 
• health cover;  
• statutory sick pay. 

 

7.0 Formula 
 

7.1 Gross Pay (minus exclusions) minus Basic Pay x 4/52 (7.69%) = Individual Holiday Pay 
(taxable). 

 

8.0 New starters / Leavers / Long term absence 
 

8.1 New starters, leavers and long term absent employees will have the same formula applied 
pro-rata to reflect the number of weeks completed during the reference period subject to 
their eligibility to have taken 4 weeks statutory annual leave or the pro-rata equivalent for 
part time workers. 

 

As this enhancement to Holiday Pay is applicable to the 4 weeks of statutory leave under 
the Working Time Regulations, if an individual at the point of leaving PR has been entitled 
to, and has taken their 4 weeks of statutory annual leave entitlement then the formula will 
be applied and a one off payment made. 
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9.0 Leave carried over into a subsequent leave year 

 

9.1 Any agreed annual leave carried over from one annual leave year to the next will not count 
towards the 4 weeks of statutory leave entitlement in the following year. 

 
10.0 Changes to Employment Law 
 

10.1 As set out in point 4.0, with effect from 1 January 2015, PR will calculate Holiday Pay to 
include elements of variable pay (excluding the defined exclusions set out in point 6.0).           
PR and its recognised union understand the background to this change i.e. that legislation 
currently requires this basis of calculation for Holiday Pay. Should the law change and it 
allows for Holiday Pay to exclude one or more of these elements of variable pay which are 
to be included in Holiday Pay then PR and the recognised union agree that PR is entitled to 
cease to include any such element(s) in its calculation of Holiday Pay on two weeks written 
notice from PR to the affected employees. 
 

 

This collective agreement closes any outstanding items associated with Holiday Pay. 


